
The Need 
Several Telefonica business units depend on their central IT department to deliver 
new applications and maintain existing ones with high service levels to support key 
product and business initiatives.  IT Management had decided to adopt the Informa-
tion Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) framework of best practice processes 
to deliver high quality IT services at lower cost. 

To support this they needed an Operational Business Intelligence (OBI) solution to 
manage key performance metrics and reporting combining data across multiple, com-
plex IT and network management systems such as application monitoring, network 
inventory, project status, incidence management, and service level management 
solutions. While each of these systems had their own dashboards and reports, it 
took a team of 20 people to retrieve and consolidate the information and produce 
reports. The time to produce a report was typically 1 week and changes in sources 
or management requirements made the task quite difficult.  Moreover, there was a 
complete lack of real-time views of the key operational metrics across systems.

In a highly dynamic environment where projects, priorities and problems were 
changing all the time, IT management was hampered in decision making regarding 
systems and applications and taking rapid countermeasures to prevent poor service, 
delayed resolution, or efficient actions to advance priority projects. The system they 
had was rigid, fragmented and unable to support the integrated ITIL operating and 
performance management needs of Telefonica’s IT management.

The Solution
Telefonica selected Denodo because it provided a flexible and unified solution that 
was easier to build and maintain than other separate technologies. Denodo was able 
to extract disparate data from IT inventory systems, version control applications, 
system probe logs, and from multiple files being used in the management tasks to 
feed a real-time portal for unified, universal access to all the required sources.    

Denodo Data virtualization helped to abstract and combine even semi-structured data 
sources with structured data and integrate sources provided by other departments. 
For example, some of the policies, business rules, configurations and calculations 
that had to be carried out to measure KPIs and service levels were contained in Excel 
files and sources with meta information of the systems. Telefonica also leveraged 
Denodo’s Web Automation capabilities to access data about the environment and 
resources from partners and IT service providers from Web sources. The solution 
requires minimal maintenance as the system repairs itself as sources change.

The Denodo solution provides a value-added data integration and data services 
layer that solves two complementary needs successfully.  First, working as ETL, it 
extracts, structures and consolidates information from many sources to a SQL Server 
database that is used to feed conventional reporting tools off-line. Second, through 
virtualization it delivers real-time views with ability to drill down to details on each 
object or entity to enable prompt intervention and corrective action on incidences 
and service levels and proactively manage projects and resource allocations. The 
success of the first online report and IT dashboard implementation led to expansion 
of the solution to serve multiple information needs of IT management combining 
real-time and historic data from additional sources with ease.
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Customer Quote
Denodo Data Virtualization 
has afforded us the agility 
to build performance 
management dashboards 
across any type of 
operational data, often 
dispersed and little used, 
and relate them in ways 
that are insightful to 
management.
Paloma Perez Rios – 
Director of Customer Care, 
Telefonica

Telefonica Gains Real-time IT Operational Intelligence and Reduces Costs Using Denodo to 
Create Virtual Performance Dashboards
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Benefits
Telefonica has realized significant operational cost savings and better data quality in addition to real-time 
views of processes related to incident problems and user performance of software implementations.  This 
has enabled the IT Department to efficiently manage resources. Practically speaking, Telefonica was able 
to reduce report generation time from 1 week to 1 day. The manual effort  on data integration was cut by 
90% and personnel redirected to monitoring and problem-solving. 

Additionally, the use of Denodo to feed data to a Virtual dashboard, load information to a data mart, and 
manage unified data services that correlate information across many Network and IT monitoring tools and 
Web-based sources, has provided Telefonica tremendous flexibility compared to rigid ETL and data ware-
housing tools. This has enabled Telefonica to become more responsive to business needs and deliver new 
capabilities and projects such as:

Virtual Dashboard of Dashboards.
Relate Disparate Data Easily with Agility.
Include Partner Systems for End-to-End View.

Denodo is the leader in Data Virtualization providing the industry’s first fully RESTful Linked Data Services. It enables customers to deliver Agile BI leveraging logical 
data warehouses, big data and cloud, and Agile Data Services for both SOA and RESTful applications for mobile and cloud. Denodo Platform allows easy discovery, 
optimized access and unified governance via a unified virtual data layer across any enterprise, Web or unstructured data source at lower cost. Founded in 1999, 
Denodo is privately held.
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